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Abstract: To provide more security to the cloud system, Live Object for a securing graphical password is a new 

graphical password scheme for public terminals that replaces the static digital images typically used in graphical 

password systems with personalized physical tokens, here in the form of digital pictures displayed on a physical 

user-owned device such as a mobile phone. Users represent these  images to a system camera and then enter their 

password as a sequence of selections on live video of the token. Highly distinctive optical features are extracted 

from these selections and used as the password. We present three feasibility studies of Live Object for a securing 

graphical password examining its reliability, usability, and security against observation. The reliability study 

shows that image feature based passwords are viable and suggests appropriate system thresholds password items 

should contain a minimum of seven features, 40 percent of which must geometrically match originals stored on 

an authentication server in order to be judged equivalent. The usability study measures task completion times and 

error rates, revealing these to be 7.5 and 9 percent, broadly comparable with prior graphical password systems 

that use static digital images. The safety study highlights Live Object for a securing graphical password resistance 

to observation attack 3 attackers are unable to compromise a password using shoulder surfing, camera based 

observation, or malware. If everything will be fine then only the secure access to the cloud is granted. 
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I. Introduction 

Secure access to information underpins modern digital systems and services. We keep our communications, 

financial data, work documents, and personal media safe by providing identity information and then authenticating 

to that identity. Text passwords and personal identification numbers (PINs) are the dominant authentication 

method as they are simple and can be deployed on systems including public terminals, the web, and mobile 

devices.However, passwords suffer from limitations in terms of memorability and security passwords that are 

difficult to guess are also hard to remember. This is a major problem as an average user possesses 25 online 

accounts secured with up to six different passwords and representing a substantial memory burden. To deal with 

this problem, individuals adopt non secure coping strategies such as reuse of passwords across systems, noting 

down passwords, or simply forgetting them entirely . In order to mitigate these problems, researchers have 

proposed graphical password schemes , that rely on input such as selecting portions of an image. These systems 

have been shown to improve memorability without sacrificing input time or error rates while also maintaining a 

high resistance to brute force and guessing attacks. 

 

II. Literature Survey 

In [1], Live Object for a securing graphical password  is a new graphical password scheme for public terminals 

that replaces the static digital images typically used in graphical password systems with personalized physical 

tokens, herein in the form of digital pictures displayed on a physical user owned device such as a mobile phone. 

In [2], Now a days, user authentication is an important topic in the field of information security. To enforce security 

of information, passwords were introduced. Text based is a popular authentication method used from ancient 

times. The text based passwords are prone to different attacks such as dictionary attacks, guessing attacks, brute 

force attacks, social engineering attacks etc. Numerous graphical password schemes have been proposed so far as 

it improves password usability and security. In this system, they conduct a comprehensive survey of the existing 

graphical password techniques. Here they analyze the strengths and drawbacks of each method. In [3], General 

the authentication technique is based on the text password or the biometric authentication technique. Some time 

the text based password which contain the alpha numerical character and the special character is dificult to 

remember. The text password is also easy to crack. For overcoming all the above defects they develop a new 

method. In this system they discuss a new authentication technology based on graphical password which uses 

images for the representation of the password and to protect the user from unauthorized attacks.  

 [4] Graphics (images) are used instead of alphanumerical passwords. The selection of regions from an image can 

be done rather than typing characters as in alphanumeric password approaches.Graphical passwords are better 

alterna- tive than the traditional alphanumeric passwords as memorization of pictures is easier than words. So 
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other systems which they have discussed have been devel- oped to overcome the problems of predefined regions, 

predictable patterns and password attacks, a new method called Cued Click Points (CCP) is a proposed as an 

alternative to PassPoints. 

III. Existing System 

The existing graphical password systems,  passwords are represented as the XY image coordinates of finger 

selections. This technique does not work with Pass BYOP as variations in image placement on the terminal camera 

will lead to substantial variations in the XY pixel positions of image content. Instead, Pass BYOP selections are 

stored on the authentication server as a set of optical features computed with the SIFT image processing algorithm. 

This was achieved by capturing a 140 by 140 image subsection around the center point of each password item . A 

Gaussian blur was then applied and Lowe SIFT algorithm was computed with the peak threshold set to 2 and the 

edge threshold set to 10. This fields a list of image features and descriptors. Those that fell outside the central 70 

by 70 selection box were discarded and the remainder used for password matching. The matching process involved 

minimizing the Euclidean distance between the sets of feature points in the original and entered password items 

Subsequently, a threshold on the percentage of matching features was used to determine whether  the entered 

password matched the original.  

A. Disadvantages of Existing System 

1) Fixed capturing a 140 by 140 image subsection around the center point of each password item. 

2) Fixed size selection of image, so not getting proper Object.      

 Proposed  System 
In Proposed System, We are using ORB algorithms to dynamic size selection of image to get proper object of 

image. we are provide cloud log-in process security and Selected file store securely on cloud storage or in database 

storage to provide secure user authentication. ORB Image comparison algorithm is used compare image for log-

in process. In that ,we store one sample face image and password as the same image on cloud storage.Face 

detection and recognition algorithm is used compare faces.  The ORB algorithm is a fast robust local feature 

detector, first presented by Ethan Rub-lee in 2011, that can be used in computer vision tasks like object 

Recolonization or 3D Reconstruction. It is based on the Fast ,Fast is a Key Point Detector and the visual descriptor 

BRIEF (Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features). Its aim is to provide a fast and efficient alternative to 

SIFT ORB is a very fast binary descriptor based on BRIEF, which is rotation invariant and resistant to noise.  

A. Advantages of Proposed System 

1) A graphical password authentication system is relatively inexpensive to implement. 

2) Graphical passwords provide a way of making user friendly password. 

3) Graphical password are not vulnerable to dictionary attacks. 

4) it is less convenient for a user to give away graphical passwords to another person. 

 

V. System Architecture 

The webcam is connected to a system running Live Object for a securing graphical password . The PassBYOP 

interface and video feed are shown on an Apple iPad that is connected wirelessly to the PC via a screen-sharing 

application [see (1) in Figure] and fixed to the surface of a desk. The video resolution on the iPad is 450*600 pixels 

or approx-imately 8.5 cm * 14 cm. All input to the system is made on the iPad touchscreen. Specifically, as 

illustrated in (2) in Figure, users make selections by tapping the screen to visually highlight 70 * 70 pixel portions 

of the displayed image, drag to move this region and release to select it. Once an image portion is selected, it is 

stored as a password item and displayed as feedback to the user at the base of the screen [see (2) in Figure]. Users 

must input a total of four items and then press an OK button in order to enter a complete password. They can also 

press a reset button to clear the entered password items at any time. 

Figure 1: Proposed System Architecture 
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IV. Conclusion 

To improve the security of cloud access by graphical password systems by integrating live object of a physical 

Token that a user carries with them. It first demonstrates the feasibility of the concept by building and testing a 

fully functional prototype then illustrates that user performance is equivalent to that attained in standard graphical 

password systems through a usability study assessing task time, error rate, and subjective workload. Finally, a 

safety study shows that live object for securing graphical password substantially increases resistance to shoulder-

surfing attacks compared with existing graphical password schemes. 
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